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1. 
A logic is a set of well formed formulas (w.f.fs) comprising atoms taken 
from a denumerable set, v, &, --+, ---', and closed with respect to modus 
ponens and substitution. These w.f.fs are called the theorems of the logic. 
An intermediate propositional logic is characterized by the fact that 
it is included in classical propositional logic K, and that it embraces 
intuitionistic propositional logic 1. These logics have been studied by 
T. UMEZAWA, [5] and [6];]\11. DUMMETT, Ivo THOMAS, G. F. ROSE studied 
special intermediate systems in [2], [4] and [3]. The systems of [2] and 
[4] are characterized by linearly ordered lattices, while in [3] the propo-
sitional calculus of realizable formulas has been investigated. (These results 
have again been used in [6].) 
In the following paper some new notions will be introduced, in particular 
the notion of direct successor and predecessor (section 3); the notion of 
independence of [5] and [6] is strengthened to strong independence in 
section 4, and the existence of n strongly independent logics for every n 
is demonstrated. 
In section 4, the results of section 3 will be used in a special case to 
obtain a "completeness" result (that is, all logics between certain given 
logics are constructed); as a corollary, the results in [2] and [4] are 
extended. 
In section 6 the method of characteristic sublattices is applied to some 
problems; as a corollary, in combination with the results of [6] on de-
finability, the question of definability of &, --+ and ---, for intermediate 
propositional logics is settled. 
We finish our paper with some remarks about unsolved questions 
(section 6). 
It must be emphasized, that our investigations are carried out from 
an entirely formal point of view; so the name of intuitionistic propositional 
calculus is used for one of the well known formal systems and does not 
involve interpretation. 
1) This paper is the content of a lecture at the Euratom-colloquium at the Uni-
versity of Amsterdam lUlder contract. 
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I wish to thank mr. D. H. J. de Jongh for many valuable remarks and 
fruitful discussions, and to Prof. dr. A. Heyting for many improvements 
in the formulation. 
2. 
We begin with some notations, conventions and definitions. Greek 
letters iX, fJ, y ... (if necessary indexed) will be used to denote lattices, 
especially P.L.s, defined below. The letter A will be reserved for Linden-
baumalgebras; Ax denotes the Lindenbaumalgebra for a logic X, and A',k 
the part of },x containing only elements corresponding to formulas with 
at most n atoms. iX will always denote the two-element-lattice. The zero 
of a lattice, if there is any, will always be denoted by 0, the all-element 
by 1 (or by Oil' III for a lattice fJ if required). X will be used to denote sets. 
In general we take the elements of lattices fJ, y, ... to be bi, bj , ... Ci, cj, ... 
and so on. 
Definition 2.1. By fJ+y we denote a type of lattice which is obtained 
as follows. Suppose fJ to be isomorphic to fJ', y isomorphic to y', 
fJ' 1\ y' = Ill' = 0Y" Then fJ' U y' as a partially ordered system is a lattice 
of type fJ+y. fJ+fJ=2fJ, nfJ+fJ=(n+l)fJ· 
The notion of the direct product of lattices is well known; we denote 
the direct product of fJ and y by fJ X)'; fJ x fJ = fJ2, fJn X fJ = fJn+l. 
The notions of direct product and sum ( + ) may be extended to infinite 
sums and products; the meaning of fJw will be clear; w· fJ denotes 
fJ(l) U fJ(2) U fJ(3) ... U {I} (with fJ(i) 1\ fJ(i+l)=IIl(i)=OIl(i+l), fJ(i) iso-
morphic to fJ for all i, bi(j) < 1 for all i, j.) considered as a partially ordered 
set. 
Definition 2.2. A relatively pseudo complemented lattice (R.P.L.) is 
a lattice fJ in which an operation * is defined such that 
a * b=sup {x: a 1\ x,-;;;;b}. 
If fJ contains a zero, we write a * O=a*, and fJ is called a pseudocomple-
mented lattice (P.L.). 1\, u, *, * are called the P.L. operations. As an 
abstract algebra, an R.P.L. is a system: <L, 1\, u, *), and a P.L. is a 
system <L, 1\, U, *,0). 
Definition 2.3. A sub-P.L. (sub-R.P.L.) of a given P.L. is a subset 
of the given P.L. closed with respect to 1\, U, *, * (closed with respect 
to 1\, u, *). 
A homomorphism from one P.L. onto another P.L. is defined as usual 
in the theory of abstract algebras. If fJl is isomorphic to fJ2, we write 
fJl ~ fJ2. 
Definition 2.4. The Lindenbaumalgebra of a logic X, say Ax, is the 
set of equivalence-classes of w.f.fs with respect to logical equivalence. 
It is a well known fact that Ax can be considered as a P .L. in a natural 
manner, if leX. 
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Capitals D, P, Q, R, T, .,. will be used to denote special axioms. 
A1, A2, ... , Bl, B 2 , ••• ,01, O2 , ••• are reserved for the atoms. F 1, F 2, ... 
denote arbitrary axioms, X, X', X", ... denote arbitrary logics. If we join 
to a logic X axioms F 1, F 2, ... we denote the resulting logic by X(F1, F 2 , ••• ). 
Definition 2.5. A t1-va1uation is a mapping rp of the set of w.f.fs into 
the P.L. t1 which fullfills the conditions: 
rp(A ~ B) = rp(A) * rp(B); rp(A & B) = rp(A) n rp(B); 
rp(A v B)=rp(A) U rp(B); rp(---, A)=rp(A)*. 
Definition 2.6. We suppose t1 to be a P.L. If for every p-valuation rp, 
rp(F) = I il , we say that F is valid on t1. t1 is said to be characteristic with 
respect to (or for) a logic X if the following condition holds: 
FE X if and only if F is valid on t1. In such a case X may be denoted 
by X(t1). Conversely we say that X(t1) is characterized by t1. 
The symbol C will be reserved for proper inclusion. 
3. 
We shall need the following definitions: 
Definition 3.1. A successor of a logic X is a logic X' such that X C X'. 
Conversely, X is a predecessor of X'. 
Definition 3.2. An immediate successor of a logic X is a logic X' such 
that X C X', and if, for a logic X", X c: X" c: X' holds, then X =X" or 
X" =X'. Conversely, X is an immediate predecessor of X'. 
Definition 3.3. If a set of lattice elements {bl, bz, ... } generates a P.L. 
t1 by taking all finite combinations with the operators n, u, * and *, 
then we say that {b1 , b2 , ••• } is a base for t1. 
Definition 3.4. We call a base for a P.L. reduced, if no element of the 
base can be expressed in terms of the others. 
Definition 3.5. If a logic is characterized by a finite P.L., we call it 
a finite logic. 
Definition 3.6. Suppose t1 is a finite R.P.L., with sub-P.L.s P1, P2, ... pn. 
Let Xi,j be a reduced base for t1i; the number of elements in Xi,j is pi,j' 
Now the characteristic number p of t1 is equal to: p=max pi,j' 
i.i 
Now we are able to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1. Every finite logic X(t1) has only a finite number of 
successors; every successor may be axiomatized by joining a finite number 
of axioms to X(t1). These axioms can be chosen in such a way that they 
contain at most p atoms, if p is the characteristic number of the P.L. t1. 
Proof. Suppose Xi,i is a reduced base for a certain sub-P.L. Pi. All 
elements of t1i are obtained as finite combinations of elements of Xi,j with 
the operators n, u, * and *. Only a finite number of these combinations 
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is needed; their choice is to some extent arbitrary, because different sets 
of combinations may fulfill the requirements, If Xi,j = {gl, g2, ",}, we can 
denote them by pI,Ml, g2, .. ,), pL(gl, g2, .. ,), .... To these expressions 
correspond polynomials with at most p variables, 
Pt,;(Xl, X2, .. ,), p¥jXl, X2, .. ,), .... 
These polynomials for a certain pair i, j can be translated into a set of 
w,f.fs by substituting v, &, --'>-, -, for U, n, * and * respectively, and 
substituting all possible sequences Okl' .. " Okp taken from p different 
atoms 01, .. " Op (kl, .. " kp not necessarily different) in every P~,i(Xl' X2, .. ,) 
for Xl, X2, .. " Xp respectively, The set of w,f.fs obtained for all i, j will be: 
1r(01, .. " Op), /2(01, .. " Op), .. " tq(Ol, .. " Op), 
We consider now an arbitrary formula F(Al' .. " A k), We transform F 
into a formula F(Ol, .. " Op), the normalized form of F, by taking the 
conjunction of all formulas 
F(fil(Ol, .. " Op), .. " tik(Ol, .. " Op)), 
iI, "" i k not necessarily different, Then F is interdeducible with F in 
X(f3), that is: F'X({3) F and F~ F, That F is deducible from F is trivial. 
To show that F is also deducible from F, we construct FO(Al, .. " A k) as 
the conjunction of all formulas F(Aj1 , .. " A jp ), jr, .. " jp not necessarily 
different, For a given f3-valuation cp, cp(A l ), .. " cp(Ak) generate a f3i' but 
at most p of them, say cp(A l ), .. " cp(Ap) are really needed in generating f3i' 
If we translate ti(Ol, .. " Op) back by substituting U, n, *, * for v, &, --'>-, -', 
and Xl, .. " xp for Or, .. " Op, we get ti*(Xl' .. " xp), Since only cp(A l ), .. " cp(Ap) 
are needed, there must be rl, .. " rk, not necessarily different, such that 
cp(Ai) = t:(cp(A l ), .. " cp(Ap)) = cp(fr.(Al, .. " Ap)), 
• • 
Now the conjunction FO(Al, .. " A k) contains a member: 
F(fY1(A l , .. " Ap), .. " trk(Al , .. " Ap)), 
So for every cp, cp(FO) <, cp(F), and so ~ FO --,>- F, 
The value of cp(F) only depends on the f3i generated by cp(A l ), .. " cp(Ap), 
as is demonstrated by the following argument, 
Suppose cp' is another f3-valuation such that cp'(A l ), .. " cp'(Ap) generate 
the same f3i' We want to show cp'(F) <,cp(F); this can be done by assigning 
to every member 
F(fil(A l , .. " Ap), .. " tik(Ar, .. " Ap)) 
of the conjunction F(Ar, .. " Ap) a member 
F(fi1(Al , .. " Ap), .. " tfk(Ar, .. " Ap)) 
such that 
cp'(A l ), .. " cp'(Ap) generate f3i' hence there is a polynomial t~(Xl' .. " xp) 
with tt(cp'(A l ), .. " cp'(Ap))=cp(fi8(Al, .. " Ap)), By replacing ti.(Al, .. " Ap) 
• 
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in the first member of the conjunction F, mentioned before, by 
IjiAI, ... , Ap)(s= 1, ... , k), the required assignment is achieved. In the 
other direction we can apply the same procedure, and obtain rp(F) <, rp'(F). 
This result enables us to represent a formula F (as regards its effect 
within X(f3)) by a function h(f3r), r= 1, ... , n, with h((3r) E f3r. This fact is 
used after corollary 3.1.2. 
Suppose we have a logic X d X((3). X is axiomatized by a denumerable 
set of axioms F I , F 2, ... ; after normalization with respect to (3 we obtain 
FI, F 2 , .... These axioms are all represented by elements of Al, which 
is finite; so only a finite number of Fi are essential. This proves the first 
part of our theorem. 
Corollary 3.1.1. In studying successors of a finite logic X((3), we 
may restrict ourselves to axioms F with at most p atoms, such that for 
every (3-valuation rp, rp(F) only depends on the sub-P.L. of (3, generated 
by rp(A I ), ... , rp(Ap). 
Corollary 3.1.2. For every successor of X((3), there is a homo-
morphism 1p of A~(/l) such that 1p(A~<li)) is a characteristic P.L. with respect 
to the successor. This follows from the construction of a homomorphism 
by identifying propositions in A~(p), logically equivalent with respect to 
the successor. 
So we may enumerate all successors of a finite logic X((3) in the 
following manner: if f31' ... , f3n are the sub-P.L.s of f3, we consider all 
functions h((3r), r= 1, ... , n, with h((3r) E f3r. In doing so, we may restrict 
ourselves to functions h((3r) which fullfill the following conditions: 
10. To the successor X((3)( -,A vA) corresponds a function ho(f3r). We may 
suppose ho <, h, i.e. (r)( ho((3r) <, h((3r)). 
20. If (3rl is the homomorphic image of (3r2 under a homomorphism 1p, 
then h((3Y1) = 1ph((3r2)' 
30. If (3r possesses an isomorphism of order m, such that 
1p(al)=a2, 1p(a2)=a3, ... , 1p(am) = a!, al#a2, then h((3r) # a!, ... , am. 
40 • If f3rl c. f3r2' then h((3r2) <,h((3rl)' 
We now illustrate the foregoing theory by an example. We consider the 
logic X(£x2 + £x); £X2 + £x is represented by {O, bl , b2, b3, I} with 
O<b l <b3 <1, 0<b2 <h 
The sub-P.L.s are: 
f3I = {O, I} with reduced bases: {O}, {1}. 
f32 = {O, b3, I} with reduced bases: {b3}. 
f33 = {O, bI, b2, b3, I} with reduced bases: {bl}, {b2}. 
{h is generated from 0 by taking 0* = 1, and generated from 1 by taking 
1 * = O. (32 is generated from {b3} by taking b3* = 0, b3** = 1; (33 is generated 
from {bI} by taking bl*=b2, bi n b2=bl n bl*=O, bl U b2=bl U bl*=b3, 
bi * bl = 1; likewise from {b2 }. 
10 Series A 
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These combinations of elements of reduced bases are obtained by 
suitable substitutions in the following expressions: x, x*, x**, x n x*, 
xU x*, x* x. This corresponds to the w.f.fs A, -,A, -,-,A, A v -,A, 
A & -,A, A -+ A. 
Remark: If, for example, in such a set A -+ B occurs, then also 
B -+ A has to occur. 
For the functions h, introduced in the preceding part of this section 
there are only three possibilities, according to the requirements 1 0, 2°, 











hI, h2, h3 represent respectively X(iX2 + iX)( -,A v A), X(iX2 + iX)( -,-,A v -,A), 
and X(iX2 + IX). SO X(iX2 + IX) has only one immediate successor, with 2iX ~ f32 
as a characteristic P.L. Therefore, X(2iX) is the only immediate successor 
of X(iX2 +iX). 
We now prove some general theorems. Some definitions will be given 
first. 
Definition 3.7. X is called the limit of a monotonic decreasing sequence 
oflogicsXI:J X 2 :J X3:J ... , notation lim Xn=X (or in short: limXn=X) 
n~oo 
if X consists of all w.f.fs which are theses in every X n. 
Remark: It is easy to see that if lim Xn,m=Xm, lim Xn,m=Xn, 
then lim Xm= lim X n. n~oo m~oo 
m--+OO n~oo 
Definition 3.8. If we join to a family V of logics all limits of monotonic 
decreasing sequences of logics from V, then we get a family V, the closure 
of V. 
Definition 3.9. A family of logics is called complete, if with every 
X E V, V also contains all successors of X. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose lim Xn=X, lim X'n=X', and every Xn is 
an immediate successor of X' n. Then X = X' or X is an immediate successor 
of X'. 
Proof: We have immediately X' ex. Suppose X' #X. If there is a 
logic X" such that X' C X" C X, we may suppose X" =X'(F). The sequence 
X'n(F) is a monotonic decreasing sequence. F belongs to every X n, and 
Xn is an immediate successor of X' n, so from a certain n onwards 
X'n(F) =Xn, and X" =X. So X is an immediate successor of X'. 
Theorem 3.3. If V is complete, then V is also complete, and V = v. 
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Proof: Suppose XEV; X=limXn,XnEV; if XCX', then X' is 
obtained from X by adjoining the set of axioms, {F1, F 2 , ••• }, to X. If 
we join these axioms to every X n, we obtain a sequence {X'n}, X'n E V 
(since V is complete), conse<iuently X' E V, so V is also complete. 
Now we must show V = V. Suppose X =lim X n, X n+1 C X n, Xn E V, 
and X n= lim Xn,m, X n,m+1 C Xn,m, Xn,m E V. 
m--+oo 
We have: Xn= lim Xn,m (I ( n Xt)= lim X'n,m·{Xn,n} is a mono-
m----+oo i<n m---+oo 
tonic decreasing sequence: 
X'n,n=Xn,n (I ( n Xi) d Xn 
i<n 
X' n+1,n+1 = X n+1,n+1 (I ( n Xi) 
i<n+l 
Consequently X' n+1,n+1 C X' n,n' Lim Xn C lim X' n,n is trivial. Con-
vers~y, suppose F E lim X' n,n, then F E Xi for every i. So X E V, and 
V=V. 
Remark: If we take the intermediate logics as points of a space, 
then the completion of a set V (joining all successors of elements of V 
to V), denoted by 0, is a closure operator in the sense of Kuratowski (so 
we have to verify 00=0, V C vo, voo C vo, (V u W)o= vo U WO, which 
is trivial). The complements of the complete sets of intermediate logics 
are the open sets of this space. If X, X' is an arbitrary pair of different 
logics, one of them is contained in a neighbourhood which does not contain 
the other one. For if X' i X, then X' is contained in the complement 
of XO, which does not contain X. So we have got a To-space. 
On the complete sets of this space the operation - also satisfies the 
axioms of Kuratowski. After the foregoing theorems we only have to 
prove V U W = V U W . V U W C V U W is trivial. Suppose X E V U W, 
that is X =lim X n, Xn E V U W. Hence an infinity of Xn belongs to V 
or an infinity of Xn belongs to W, thus there is a monotonic decreasing 
sequence {XniH)~'l C V or {XnJ~l C W, and X = lim X ni which implies 
that X E V U W. Consequently 0 is also a closure operation, and makes 
the system of intermediate logics to a To-space. 
In itself there is no great interest in these To-spaces, but it furnishes 
us with a short and elegant way of expressing a number of interesting 
properties. 
Theorem 3.4. Every intermediate logic is the limit of a monotonic 
decreasing sequence of finite logics. 
Proof: By JASKOWSKI'S result (for an exposition see the first part 
of [3]) I is the limit of a monotonic decreasing sequence of logics Xn 
with finite matrices possessing a single designated element; so the Xn are 
also finite in our sense. Suppose I(Fl, F2 ... ) is an arbitrary intermediate 
logic; if we join {Fl, F2 ... } to every Xn we obtain a sequence X'n of 
finite logics, by theorem 4.1, and so I(Fl, F2 ... ) = lim X' n. 
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Theorem 3.5. The immediate predecessors of a finite logic are 
finite. 
Proof: Suppose X(y) C X({3), (3 finite, y essentially infinite. 
By theorem 3.4 X(y) may be obtained as a limit of finite logics 
X(y)=lim X(yn), Yn finite, YI=ex. 
X(y x (3) = X(y), so we obtain: 
X(y) = lim X(Yn x (3), X(YI x (3) =X({3). 
The Yn x (3 are all finite. Because y is essentially infinite, there must 
be an infinity of different logics among the X(Yn x (3). So there is certainly 
an no such that X(Yno x (3) C X({3); also we have: X(y) C X(Yno X (3) C X({3), 
so that X(y) cannot be an immediate predecessor of X({3). 
4. 
In the following section we give some interesting applications of the 
results of section 3. 
Theorem 4.1. The set of all intermediate logics X(exn+mex) for 
n= 1,2, ... , w, m= 1,2, ... , w is closed. 
Proof: We want to show: X(exP+qex) c: X(exn+ mex) iffn<;p and m<;q. 
The "if" part is trivial. The "only if" part is proved by exhibiting suitable 
axioms. We define axioms Rp: 
RI(Ao, AI) = [(Ao --+ AI) --+ AoJ --+ Ao 
Rn(Ao, ... , An) =Rn-I(Ao, ... , A n- 2, RI(An-I, An)) 
and axioms Dn: 
D2(AI, A 2) = (AI --+ A 2) V (A2 --+ AI) 
Dn(AI, ... , An) = V (Ai --+ Ai) 
H'i 
The following facts are easy to verify: 
a) Rm 1= X(exn+mex)Rm+l E X(exn+mex). 
b) Dn 1= X(exn+mex), Dn+l E X(exn+mex). 
c) Dn 1= X(ex"'+mex), Rm 1= X(exn+wex). 
In consequence of these facts there is only one type of strictly monotonic 
decreasing sequence: 
... X(exn(i) +m(i)ex) d X(exn(i+l) +m(i+ I)ex) ... 
with n(i) <;n(i + I), m(i) <;m(i + I) and n(i) <n(i + I) or m(i) <m(i + I). If, 
from a certain pair (n(i),m(i)) onwards, n(i)=n(i+I)=n(i+2)= ... <w, 
or m(i) =m(i + I) = ... < w, then the limit will be X(exn(i) +wex), respectively 
X(ex'" + m(i)ex); in other cases it will be X(ex'" + wex). 
We now proceed with an investigation of the complete system of all 
successors of every logic X(exn+mex), 1 <;n, m<;w. 
) 
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First we remark that all possible sub-P.L.s of IX'" + WIX generated by a 
finite number of elements, are of the types IXn + mIX, 1 <: n, m < w, and IX. 
W· e suppose IX'" + WIX to be represented by 
{3+y, {3 ~ IX"', Y ~ WIX, y={Ip=CO<CI <C2 ... <I}; bi EO {3. 
Suppose X is a finite set {bl, b2, ... , bp, Ckl' ... , Ckq}, Cki+CO, i=1, ... , q. 
If there is no bi EO X such that bi + 0, then X generates a sub-P.L. of type 
nIX, 1 <:n<:q+ 1. Next we suppose there is a bi EO X, bi+O. If we denote 
the operation of taking complements with respect to the boolean algebra 
IX'" by', then we see that the sub-P.L. generated by {bl , b2, ba, ... , bp }, 
denoted by b, is obtained by closing this set with respect to n, U, ' and 
joining I to the result. b is of type IXm + IX, m <: 2P , since III can be split 
up as follows: III = U gs, where gs is of the form d l n d2 n ... dp with 
8 
di = bi or di = b/, and this set of at most 2P disjoint elements gs generates 
b. {Ckl' ... , Ckq} generates a sub-P.L. of type nIX, and combination of a Ci 
and a bt by means of n, u, *, * does not produce a new element, so X 
generates a sub-P .L. of type IXm + (n + 1) IX. 
Consequently, any successor of X(IX'" + WIX) (analogously for any 
X(IXn+mIX)), axiomatized by a set {FI' F 2, ... }, is entirely characterized 
by the function h({3r) (as introduced in the preceding section) for 
(3r = IXn + mIX, 1 <: n, m < w, corresponding to this set of axioms, and hence 
by a function f( m, n) which satisfies the following conditions: 
a) For m<m', f(m, n»f(m', n); Co <:f(m, n) for all m, n. (We always 
identify III with Co as before.) 
b) If a(m) is the least number n for a fixed m, for which f(m, n) is smaller 
than the all-element of IXm+nIX, then f(m, a(m))=Ca(m)-1 and 
f(m, n) = f(m, a(m)) for every n>a(m). 
To demonstrate b) we need a simple lemma: 
Lemma: If n> 1, there is a homomorphism of IXm+nIX onto 
IXm + (n - 1) IX. 
Proof: Consider the mapping 1p(x)=x for X+Cn-l, 1p(Cn-I)=1. This is 
a homomorphism with respect to n, U, *, *. 
Now b) is easily proved: take in the previous lemma n=a(m), suppose 
f(m, a(m)) =Ca(m)-1, then f(m, a(m)) <Ca(m)-l; this is a contradiction, so 
f(m, a(m))=Ca(m)-I. In the same way (by using a product of 1p's) we prove 
f(m, n)=f(m, a(m)) for every n>a(m). 
We now proceed to show that for every f(m, n) which satisfies conditions 
a) and b), there is a set of logical axioms, which adjoined to X(IX"'+WIX) 
corresponds to f. 
Definition 4.1. (m, n), m, n> 1 is a cornerpoint of f, if 
f(m-l, n-1)=f(m, n-1)=f(m-1, n)=I, f(m, n)<1. 
It is easily seen that the set of cornerpoints of f entirely determines f. 
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The cornerpoints can be ordered with respect to increasing m and de-
creasing n. 
We now introduce the following axioms: 
Sp,q = Rp(Ao, ... , A p- l , Dq(Ap, ... , A p+q- l )), SO,q = Dq, Sp,l = R p+1. 
The verification of the following facts presents no special difficulties: 
1) min cp(Dq) =Co (cp is running through all iXm + niX-valuations with m >q). 
rp 
Hence: 
2) min cp(Sp,q)=cp if cp runs through all iXm+niX-valuations with m>q, 
rp 
n>p. 
Therefore we arrive at a successor corresponding to a given set of 
cornerpoints by joining an axiom Sq-l,p for every cornerpoint (p, q) 
belonging to the given set. (The set of cornerpoints is always finite.) 
Definition 4.2. A set of intermediate logics Xl, X 2, ... , Xn is called 
strongly independent, if for every 
i, l<;i<;n,Xi ¢. (U Xj) and (U Xj) ¢. Xi. 
We now prove: 
Theorem 4.2. For every natural number n there is a set of n strongly 
independent logics. 
Proof: We select a suitable set of n logics among the successors of 
X (iX'" + WiX) (or among the successors of X (iX2n + 2niX)) as follows: we define 
the functions fi(X, y) i = 1,2, ... , n corresponding to these successors by 
the "boundary functions" (/i(x); if fi(X, y)=cp<l for a certain y, then 
gi(X)=P; if /i(x, y)=l for all y, then gi(X)=P. We now take: 
gl(X) =n, 1 <;x<w 
gi(x)=n+i-1 if 1<;x<;n-i+1} 
=i-l if n-i+1<x i=2, 3, ... , n. 
From a diagram of these functions the strong independence of the corre-
sponding successors of X (iX'" + WiX) (or of X (iX2n + 2niX)) is immediately 
clear; this is left to the reader. The logics are obtained by joining to 
X(iX'" + WiX) the axioms R n+1, resp. Rn+i & Si-l,n-i. 
Another corollary of the obtained results is that the system of logics 
X(niX), n=l, 2, ... enumerates all logics between X(iX)=K and X(WiX), 
hence the system of 1. THOMAS in [4] contains all successors of DUMMETT'S 
LC ([2]). 
5. 
In the following section we wish to develop another method which will 
enable us in some cases to find the immediate predecessors of certain 
logics. It also gives criteria for the validity of certain axioms in a given P.L. 
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The non-modular and the non-distributive lattices are characterized by 
the occurrence of certain sublattices (see [1], p. 66 Th. 2 and p. 134 Th. 2), 
so the non-validity of certain axioms on a P.L. implies the occurrence 
of certain sub-P.L.s. 
Theorem 5.1. If an intermediate logic X has a characteristic P.L. f3, 
and XC K, then f3 contains a sub-P.L. isomorphic to 2iX. 
Proof: XC K, so b u b* = 1 does not hold identically in f3. So there 
is a CEO f3, such that c u c*=d< 1. Then {O, d, I} is a sub-P.L. isomorphic 
to 2iX. 
Corollary 5.1.1. Every axiom which is essentially weaker than 
---,A v A must be valid on 2iX. This is a criterion for "intermediarity". 
Corollary 5 .1. 2. X(2iX) is the only immediate predecessor of K. 
(X(2iX) is axiomatized in [4], or by R 2(A I , A 2 , A 3 ) & D 2(A 3 , A4)). 
Corollary 5.1.3. ---, is not definable (definition is given in [6]) in 
any intermediate logic; -+ and & are not definable in terms of v, &, ---, 
resp. &, -+, ---, in any intermediate logic which is weaker than K. 
Proof: T. Umezawa proves in [6] that ---, is not definable in X(iX), 
while -+ and & are not definable in I(Ao v (Ao -+ AI) v ---,AI) =1(G). Gis 
stronger than D2 (see [5]); because G is valid on 2iX, but not on 3iX, 
I(G) =X(2iX). 
Theorem 5.2. If I C XC K, ---,A v ---,---,A ¢ X, and f3 is a P.L. 
characteristic with respect to X, then f3 contains a sub-P.L. isomorphic 
to iX2 + iX. 
Proof: f3 contains an element b, such that b* u b**=c<1. Then 
{O, b*, b**, c, I} is a sub-P.L. isomorphic to iX2 +iX. 
More complicated is the proof of the following. theorem: 
Theorem 5.3. If I ex C K, D2 ¢ X, and f3 is a P.L. characteristic 
with respect to X, then f3 contains a sub-R.P.L., isomorphic to iX2 +iX. 
Proof: Since D2 ¢ X, there are elements bl, b2 EO f3, such that 
(b l *b2)u(b2*b l )<1. We put bl *b2=c,b2*bl =d,cnd=c,cud=t. 
Now we have to show that the set {c, d, c, t, I} is isomorphic to iX2 +iX. 
The set is closed as regards n, u as may be verified. We only have to 
verify the operationrules for *. This is easily done if we use the following 
theses of I: 
[(Ao -+ AI) -+ (AI -+ Ao)] H (AI -+ Ao) 
[(Ao v AI) -+ A 2] H [(Ao -+ A 2) & (Al-+ A 2)] 
[Ao -+ (AI & A 2)] f-~ [(Ao -+ AI) & (Ao -+ A2)]. 
:For example, we prove: 
c * d = (b i * b2) * (b2 * bl ) = (b2 * bl ) = d 
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and: 
f* e=(c u d)* (c n d)=(c* (c n d)) n (d* (c n d)) 
(c*c) n (c*d) n (d*c) n (d*d)=(c*d) n (d*c)=d*c=e, etc. 
Corollary 5.3.1. If we restrict ourselves to propositional logics with 
&, v, ---+ as operators, then X(2iX) has only two immediate predecessors, 
X(3iX) and X(iX 2 +iX). 
Proof: X(2iX) is axiomatized by adjoining R2(Ao, AI, A 2 ) & D 2(Aa, A4) 
to I. So if X is a predecessor of X(2iX), then R2(Ao, AI, A 2 ) rt X or 
D 2(As, A4) rt X. Suppose D 2(As, A4) rt X; if X is characterized by a P.L. p, 
then p contains a sub-R.P.L., isomorphic to iX2+iX. R2rtX(iX2+iX), so 
X(iX2+iX) is an immediate predecessor of X(2iX). Next we suppose D2 EX, 
hence X is characterized by niX or WiX. Consequently, X(3iX) is an immediate 
predecessor of X(2iX), and X(3iX) and X(iX2 + IX) are the only immediate 
predecessors. 
Remark: D. H. J. DE JONGH (unpublished) has shown X(2iX) has 
in general also only two immediate predecessors. 
6. 
Mr. D. H. J. de Jongh has given a (constructive) proof of the following 
theorem (unpublished): Every finite logic is finitely axiomatizable. How-
ever, there remain many problems to be solved in this domain, most of 
which we do not suppose to be of very much importance; but there are 
three related problems which inevitably present themselves: 
(I) Is there a logic that is not finitely axiomatizable? 
(II) Does an infinite set of strongly independent logics exist? 
(III) Is it possible to exhibit a strictly monotonic increasing sequence of 
axioms? 
It is easy to see: (I) ~ (III); (II) ---+ (I), (III). 
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